
Sample SOP for MBA with engineering

background

The urge of studying MBA started while working as a JOB ROLE in the XYZ organisation.

Gained the organisational and technical skills such as SKILLS in the XYZ organisation, I was

keen to learn about the managerial skills and other business skills. This made me plan for

MBA studies in abroad countries.

While doing my ENGINEERING COURSE in the INSTITUTE, I have participated in the

events, workshops, seminar, volunteered for social work, organised the events, and been a

student representative. I haven’t compromised my interest in learning each subject, the

involvement of understanding each engineering concept made me gain a CGPA of 8.

After taking my first job in the XYZ organisation nearly 3 years ago, I have created a strong

foundation of my core, technical skills. In these years, I have been rewarded as an

ACHIEVEMENT for suggesting a strategy for the project which leads in generating immense

profit. After the achievement, my responsibilities in the organisation increases. I have made

to handle a team, plan for projects, budget, resource allocation, etc.

This made me think about gaining the managerial skills and discuss about pursuing an MBA

with the senior person of my organisation. By considering his suggestion and checking with

the specific preferences I have, I have ended-up in finalising the UNIVERSITY NAME at

COUNTRY NAME. By doing MBA from the UNIVERSITY NAME, I believe that I will be

able to sharpen my skills which helps me to secure a higher position and enhance my

professional opportunities in international business.

The MBA degree offered by your UNIVERSITY NAME will definitely be an eye-opener in

my career path. With the knowledge acquired in the MBA course, I will achieve a higher

position in the leading firm and will handle the entire project. I’m keen to get the opportunity

to study for an MBA in your UNIVERSITY NAME.


